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Let's talk of graves, of worm, and epitaphs;
Make dust our paper, and with rainy eyes
Write sorrow on the bosom of the earth.

Richard II

A footnote to Yo el Supremo ends with the observation that the Supreme Dictator used a riddle “en su invectiva sobre los historiadores, los escritores y la polilla: ‘Un insecto comió palabras. Grevó devorar el famoso canto del hombre y su fuerte fundamento. Nada aprendió el huésped ladrón con haber devorado palabras’” (144n). This riddle, extracted from Borges’s translation of a famous Anglo-Saxon riddle on the bookworm, cuts to the quick of the novel—the Supreme Dictator’s obsession with memory—and highlights its procedure—fragmented intertextual reference. In this paper I shall explore the implications of these few lines in the context of Roa’s whole text.

The Anglo-Saxon riddle reads:

Muddre word fraw. Me þæt þuhte
wraeclicu wyrd. þa ic þæt wunder gefraeg,  
þæt se wyrm forswæl gæw gied sumes,
þæ þæ tynstru, þranfæste cwiðe
ouð þæs strægan stæpul. Staedcæst ne waes
wist þe þæ boþum swælge.  

The riddle is a reflection on the fragility of written literature, subject as can be seen to the degradations of ignorant insects, and is implicitly a celebration of the relative permanence of oral literature, which does not depend on material means. The song of men—eowde, the word, is used consistently in the corpus of Anglo-Saxon poetry to designate oral song or utterance—is only subject to moth and worm when written down, in what must have seemed to the Anglo-Saxon bard as an exercise in futility.

Borges translates the riddle in his Literaturas germánicas medievales, after commenting that in the Middle Ages “la adovinanza era un género literario y todos percibían su afinidad con la metáfora y la alegoría. Las noventa y cinco piezas del Códice de Exeter carecen de rigor; son menos ingeniosas que poéticas.” Borges calls the riddle of the bookworm “una curiosa adovinanza . . . de la polilla,” and translates:

Un gusano comió palabras. Me pareció escuchar una maravilla: el gusano, un ladrón en la oscuridad, había devorado el famoso canto de un hombre y su fuerte fundamento. Nada aprendió el huésped ladrón con haber devorado palabras.

Roa in his version trims the riddle slightly without significantly changing it; there can be no doubt of the nearly identical wording that his source is the Borges translation and not the Anglo-Saxon text itself.

Even though the translation of the riddle offered us by Borges and Roa is an accurate one which captures the sense of the original text, a Menardian inversion has taken place. Where the original riddle stresses the vulnerability of the song when it is written down, the contemporary versions focus on the devouring worm, that reader who learns nothing from the text he incorporates. Although reader-reception theory insists on the idea that the reader must make something of the text, must realize it within himself, this is clearly not the kind of realization that anyone is talking about. The worm is that practical critic we know from the work of I. A. Richards who would make of the text what he will, in fact turning it into something completely different from what its presumed author intended: food, in this case, not for thought but for mere sustenance.

The worm is a latecomer to the text and is not interested in its elaboration. The worm’s activity is a purely deconstructive reading, focused on the song not in its orality but in its materiality (its “strægan stæpol” or “fuerte fundamento”). Like El Supremo’s “portaplumas-recuerdo,” which erases as it writes, the bookworm suggests a poetics of absence rather than of presence.

Yo el Supremo suggests many other inversions of the usual procedure of the prior elaboration and subsequent reception of the text. The Supremo’s amanuensis, Patino, finds himself unable to write down what Francis is dictating to him and to understand it at the same time. The dictator himself asserts on several occasions that his book was “read first and written afterwards,” an assertion which seeks to explain the collage of texts included in it. And the Supremo’s expectation that the text will admit of no commentary that is not already included in it deprives the reader of the usual freedom to interpret, just as the dictator’s discourse is one which closes off the possibility of dialogue.

However, to the extent that we can know what the text it devours. The mystery of incarnation—suggested in this image—takes many forms in the whole text of Roa’s novel. From the imaginary people counted in the Supremo’s census, who late in the novel invade Asunción, disquieting the soldiers who discover that like
Franklin’s description of himself as Printer, a term he also used prominently some sixty years later in his will. 9

Some pages after the translation of Franklin’s mock-epitaph, the Dictator recalls it with a remark that his enemies Simón Bolívar and Dean Gregorio Funes have died: “Entregaron a los gusanos, lectores neutros y neutrales de probos y de réprobos, el libro viejo y descosido de su malvada persona” (288). Though Franklin, a printer by trade, who often uses printers’ images, already presented the idea of a person as an edition of a (perfectible) work, only in the Supremo’s revision does the emphasis pass to the worm as reader of the corpse-text, a process similar to what we have already seen in the revision of the bookworm riddle. The worm is a neutral reader since it takes no part in the text (but rather incorporates it), and is perhaps neuter in contrast to Cortázar’s sexist categories. Neither “lector-cómplice” who completes the text nor “lector-hembra” who passively accepts it, the worm is in every sense an indifferent reader. 10

The first mention of worms in the book suggests that men are reincarnated as worms:

 Cuando pienso en esta fauna perversa [los “escribientes”] imagino un mundo donde los hombres nacen viejos. Decrecen, se van arrugando, hasta que los encierran en una botella. Adentro se van volviendo más pequeños aún, de modo que se podría comer diez Alejandro y veinte Césares untados a una rebanada de pan u o un trozo de mandioca. Mi ventaja es que no necesito comer y no me importa que me coman estos gusanos.

The proposal that men evolve into worms is simultaneous with the text’s revelation that the narrator is dead, a mere tissue of worms. The Supremo is perhaps the ultimate example in literature of Kipling’s maxim “Eat or Be Eaten.” Some of the most gruesome moments in the novel are those when the Supremo notices the flies emerging from his body (344), or later when he recites—for two whole pages—the names of a whole insect kingdom that inhabits him, among them “las nueve especies de necróforos, homenéos lávóforos de esta epopeya funeraria” (153). These final readers of the text of his person are, as his metaphor suggests here (and as he has prescribed elsewhere) at one with their subject, penetrating, we might say, to its very essence. Decomposition is a fundamental leitmotiv of Roa’s novel, marking a text which is compiled but never composed.

The footnote in which the Anglo-Saxon riddle appears discusses the sex of the sun and moon in Guarani mythology (as quoted by Borges from Lugones’s book on the Jesuit empire in Paraguay). 11 The footnote purports to clarify the following passage in Roa’s novel:

Desde los libros antiguos, incluido el Génesis, sabemos que el hombre primitivo ha sido en el origen varón/hembra. Ninguna progenie es enteramente pura. Cada cien años y un día, mejor dicho, cada largo día de cien años, lo varón y lo hembra se encarnan en un solo ser que hace surgir los seres, los hechos, las cosas.
The mystery of incarnation again: everything arises from the androgynous, from the union of what Hamlet calls "Lady Worm" with the great Corpus.

The importance of the activity of worms, whether bookworms or corpse-worms, in Yo el Supremo is highlighted by the many notes by the editor in places where the manuscript has been burnt or chewed to illegibility. This deconstruction has a festive side: one of the notes explains that here "las polillas han pasado a gusto dejando grandes agujeros" (308). A reader cannot but notice that the worms have exquisite literary or political taste: they have left holes at precisely those points when the Supremo seems about to reveal himself, as notably at the end of the work, in which the end of the phrase "Devoran mi imagen, mas ya no distingo la suya envuelta en la negra capa de forro carmesi" (453) is petrified, and the final sentence is "empastado, ilegible el resto, inhállable los restos..." (456). The worms become the Supremo and, as he would have wished, do not distinguish between his (multiple) person and his representation of himself in his text.

Echoing Plato's Cratylus, the Dictator asks himself: "¿Podrías inventar un lenguaje en el que el signo sea idéntico al objeto?" (66). In the worms he finds his answer. Ideal readers for whom the sign is the signified, for whom language is absolutely transparent, for whom the worms the Book of Life is as good (to eat) as the Book of Books. If they were forbidden to study the one, as was Sor Juana, they would surely find equal satisfaction in studying the other.
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NOTES

1 Parenthetical references in the text are to the seventh edition of Yo el Supremo, published in Mexico City by Siglo XXI in 1977.
4 I am indebted to my colleague Les Perelman for this reading of the Anglo-Saxon riddle.
5 Borges and María Esther Vázquez, Literaturas germánicas medievales (Buenos Aires: Falbo Librero Editor, 1965), pp. 54-55.
6 Ibid., pp. 55-56.
7 Besides the pet ravens, a famous literary raven (Poe's) makes an appearance on page 451, when the Supreme Dictator says of the swallows blinded by hail: "¡Eso pajarito soy yo! ¡Atención! ¡Me esperan! Si no voy con la nuera de la justicia no los reconoceré nunca..."